
Canon EF16-35mm F2.8L USM Zoom Gear
Compatibility with Tokina AT-X 107 DX Fisheye Lens

Mounting Instruction

0342-Z-02B

This product (31114) is compatible with Tokina AT-X107 DX Fisheye 10-17mm 
F3.5-4.5 lens (both Nikon / Canon mount).

Carefully read PRECAUTIONS in the instruction manual for this product before use.
Ensure the positioning of the product after setting, and confirm that the lens 
functions well before shooting underwater.

Slide the zoom gear straight onto the lens as shown below.  Make sure the edge of 
the gear (A’ for Nikon / B’ for Canon) is set at the correct position (A for Nikon / B for 
Canon) of the lens.

If the zoom ring rubber of the lens sags, remove the gear from the lens and set again.
* Make sure the gear and the gear for focus/zoom dial inside the housing is properly 

engaged before use.
　* If it is too loose, use the gear sheet which is included in the package. Cut the    　  

　  sheet into 3 to 6 pieces with scissors, and apply them beside the groove inside  
　  the gear.

B’A A’B
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